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INTRODUCTION 

Constitutionalism as a politico-legal category and doctrinal learning ap
pears after the emergence and establishment of the constitution of the state 
in the modem sense of this term. It is inseparable and directly derived from 
the constitution of the state. Although not always the fact of the existence 
of a constitution automatically means the emergence of a particular model of 
constitutionalism. However, without the appearance (availability) of the con
stitution itself (in the broad sense of this notion), there is no need to talk about 

constitutionalism. The substantive basis, the very essence of constitutional
ism, according to V. Shapoval, is expressed by the formula: "constitutional
legal norm + practice of its implementation"'. Therefore, a bit strange, in our 
opinion, when in certain writings, including monographs, there are such state
ments as "ancient", "medieval", "totalitarian" or "Soviet constitutionalism", 

1 B.M. lllanoBan, KoHcmumytp'iiHe npaeo 3apy6biCHUX Kpai'H: lliopyTJHUK, AJITEK, Bm..1.1a lllK., 

Krri'B 1 997, p. 1 3 5. 
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since at that time the constitution as such (in the modern understanding of this 

concept) simply did not exist. However, it was precisely in previous times 
that, in fact, the foundations of the future phenomenon - constitutionalism 
were laid2• 

The Constitution of Ukraine is a part of the national legal system, its core, 
acts as "coordinator of the system of legislation"3• But, as Yu. Tykhomyrov 
notes, despite the fact that the Constitution, as if is in the middle of the legal 

array, its influence is not limited to the link "act-act". All elements of the legal 
system, in turn, also affect the constitution4• 

On the one hand, the Constitution is a kind of construction, on which prac
tically all legislation is being built5• It is the Constitution that defines the na
ture of the current legislation, the process of law-making - determines, which 
basic acts are adopted by various bodies, their names, legal force, the pro
cess and procedure for the adoption of laws6• The development of legislation 
is possible only within the parameters enshrined in the Constitution, which 
serves as an important condition for ensuring its unity, internal coherence7• As 
S. Shevchuk notes, the constitutional norms are formulated in the form of an 
open text, and, consequently, constitute "empty vessels", which must be filled 
with a specific content8• Therefore, the adoption of a new constitution in the 

state, as a rule, causes significant changes and updates to current legislation. 
Ukraine is no exception. Although, as V. Opryshko notes, "the current legisla
tion does not yet fit into the legal framework defined by the Constitution of 
Ukraine"9• 

However, the notion of a constitution cannot be disclosed to the full extent 
without clarifYing the question about not only its legal but also socio-political 
nature. 

2 IT.E. CTeUIOK, OcHoeu meopii KOHcmumy!JU ma KOHcmumy!JiOHa.ni3MY. '-lacmuHa nepuw: 

Iloci6HuK o;m cmyoeHmie, AcTpOJTSI6iSI, JlhBiB 2004, p. 98. 

3 M.M. CTerraHOB, KoHcmumy!JWl u noflumuKa, l13n:-Bo HayKa, MocKBa 1 984, p. 40. 

4 IO.A.THXOMHpOB, li.B.  KOTeJTeBCKaSI, Ilpaeoebte aKmbt. Y'le6Ho-npaKmU'IecKoe u cnpaeo'I

Hoe noco6ue, lOpHH!j>opMUCHTp, MocKBa 1 999, p. 1 5 .  

5 O.B. OHill(eHKO, KoHcmumy!JiR YKpai'Hu HK  OCH06He O:J/Cepello KOHcmumyl{iUH020 npaea 

YKpai'Hu, BHJJ:. : KoHcyM, KHi'B 2005, p. 2 1 1 .  

6 E.M. Ko3JTOBa, O.E. KyTaqnm, KoHcmumy!JUOHHOe npaeo Poccuu, JOpucmb, MocKBa 2003, 

p. 87. 

7 B.O. JlyY.HH, KoHcmumy!JU5l PoccuucKou (]Jeoepa!JUU. Ilpo6JleMbl pea.nu3a!JUU, I0HI1TH-,!J,aHa, 

MocKBa 2002, p. 79. 

8 C. WeBY.yK, OcHoeu KOHcmumy!JiuHoi' IOpucnpyoeHZJii': Hae'l. noci6HuK, KoHcyM, XapKiB 

2002, p. 7. 

9 B.  <I>. OrrpHillKO, KoHcmumy!Ji5l YKpaiifu- ocHoea cucme.Mu HG!JiOHG.!lbH020 3GKOHOOaecmea, 

BHJJ:aBHHY.Hii. ,!J,iM «lOpHJJ:HY.Ha KHHra» , KHi'B 2000, p. 1 1 8. 
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According to M. Savchyn, the supremacy of the constitution must be sup
ported by certain institutional and procedural guarantees. Only in their totality, 
they determine the nature of the constitution. Institutional and procedural guar
antees define certain criteria for the quality of legislation, administrative and 
j udicial practice. Thus, the nature of the constitution and constitutional or
der are conditioned by the problem of statics and the dynamics of constitutio 

nal matter. The definition of the nature of the constitution is also influenced by 
the social environment since real constitutional relationships are determined 

by a certain type of society, civilization in general. The nature of the consti
tution is influenced by the legal tradition, which is based on the paradigm 
of constitutionalism, constitutional consciousness and culture, national tradi

tions of government, the system of social values. A diversity of approaches to 
defining the nature of the constitution determines how these components are 
combined in the process of drafting the constitution and building a constitu
tional order1 0• 

The constitution fulfils the function of legitimizing public order. Therefore, 
in the form of constitutional principles, democratic access to positions is de
termined through democratic elections and the fundamental principles of 

separation of powers, as well as the limitation of power, which are carried 
out mainly through legal guarantees of human rights and freedoms1 1 •  From 
the institutional point of view, the constitution is embodied in ensuring the 
consolidation of democracy, representation of the people through free and pe
riodic elections, parliamentary regime, and j udicial constitutional control. 

In the normative sense, the constitution includes both the provisions that 

contain specific regulations, as well as the provisions that determine the general 
legal principles of intervention in private life. Accordingly, the constitution has 
both a vertical and a horizontal structure. The vertical structure of the constitu
tion relates to its own requirements, horizontal one defines a set of principles 
of law (provisions-principles), which operates both in the sphere of public and 
private law. Thus, the constitution in the normative sense extends to the sphere 
of public and private law1 2• 

In its content, the constitution expresses: a) a public consensus on social 
values provided by legal protection; b) ways of implementing democratic pro
cedures and control of the people over the public authority; c) legitimation 
of public authority; d) limits of interference of public authority in the private 

10 M. B. CaB'fHH, KoHcmumy!fiOHani3M i npupooa JWHcmumy!fii': MoHozpacjJifl, ITorrirpa<!JueHTp 

«Jiipa» , Y'll<ropo,ll 2009, p. 256. 
11  P. l(mmerriyc, cPinococjJifl npa6a, TaH,lleM, Kni's 2000, pp. 204-205. 
12 M.B. CaB'fHH, KoHcmumylfiOHaJti3M, p.  256. 
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autonomy of a person; e) legal mechanism of international cooperation of the 

state. Thus, the constitution in its content is a certain type of social order that 
is based on the definition of the legitimate framework of government in order 
to ensure the public good (balance of public and private interests). 

In the formally-legal sense, the constitution is understood as the Basic Law, 
which has a constitutive character and has the rule of law. One should agree 
with M. Savchyn that, as a normative legal act, the Constitution of Ukraine 

has the following properties1 3: 
a) constitutive nature - the constitution is an act of the constituent power; 

hence the constitution cannot be considered as a result of the legislative pro

cess of the parliament, which is actually established by the constitution and 
bound by its requirements. The Constitution, therefore, sets the foundations 
for the organization of society and the state, defines the foundations of the 
legal status of a person, the content and directions of activities of state au
thorities and local self-government, foundations of activities of institutes of 
the political system, and principles of the democratic system in the country. 

Since people in a democratic state are recognized as the bearer of sovereignty 
and the only source of power, only they possess its highest manifestation - the 
constituent power. The content of the latter is the right to adopt a constitution 

and, with the help of it, to create the foundations of a social and state system 
that chooses one or another people for themselves. Only the constituent govern
ment can change, in the most radical way, foundations of the structure of society 

and the state. The whole history of the constitutional development of both our 
country and foreign countries serves as a confirmation. Using constitutions, fun
damental changes in the entire social system obtained the legitimacy. 

It is the recognition of the constitutive nature of the constitution that the 
special order of its adoption, its supremacy, its role in the entire legal system 
of the state, the non-contradiction of the constitution for all the powers estab
lished by it, including for the legislative, are based. 

In the foreign science of constitutional law, the concept, according to which 
the difference between the constituent power and the authority is established, 
is quite broadly presented. And in Germany, it received a direct expression in 
the constitution itself. In its preamble, it is said: "[ . . .  ] the German people, by 
virtue of their constituent power, have created the Basic Law". 

The constitutive nature of the constitution is manifested also in the fact that 
its prescriptions act as the first principles are primary. This means that there 
are no legal restrictions to establish the provisions of the constitution. There 
can be no such legal provision that could not be included in the constitution on 
the grounds that it does not correspond to any legal act of the given state. Yes, 

laws in Ukraine cannot contradict the Constitution. Of course, from this does 

13 Ibidem, p. 259. 
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not follow the conclusion that the content of the constitutional provisions is 
arbitrarily determined that any provision may be included in the constitution; 

b) the main law- the constitution is the core of the legal system, laws and 
regulations are developed and adopted on its basis, it lays the program, the 
general direction of law-making work in the state, consolidates the system of 
sources of national law; 

c) the highest legal force - any other normative act can distort the content 
of the constitution, it creates such an order when j ustice and law should not 
diverge. The Constitution of Ukraine has the highest position among rules and 

regulations, which should not contradict it, but conform to its basic principles 
and spirit. 

In its Decision NQ 2-B/99 on June 2, 1999, the Constitutional Court interpreted 
the principle of the supreme legal force of the constitution in the following way: 
"One of the most important conditions for the definiteness of relations between 
a citizen and a state, the guarantee of the principle of inviolability ofhuman rights 
and freedoms enshrined in Article 2 1  of the Constitution of Ukraine is the sta

bility of the Constitution, which, in addition to other factors, is largely deter
mined by the legal content of the Basic Law. The presence in the Constitution 
of Ukraine of too detailed provisions, which place is in the current legislation, 
will give rise to the need for frequent changes to it, which will negatively af
fect the stability of the Basic Law"; 

d) the horizontal effect- the constitution equally is the basis for the rules 

of public and private law; such a normative influence of the constitution on 
the legal system of the country is realized through the specification of con

stitutional principles and human rights and freedoms at the level of current 
legislation and constitutional j urisprudence; 

e) the supremacy of the Constitution regarding international treaties sub

mitted to the parliament for the ratification procedure; this provision also ap
plies to international treaties, duly ratified by the Parliament; 

f) direct action of constitutional norms means the duty of state authorities 

and local self-government bodies, their officials to apply directly provisions 
of the Constitution in the presence of gaps in law or in the event of a conflict 
between constitutional provisions and provisions of law; if it is impossible 
to eliminate such a contradiction during the course of law enforcement, then 
such a conflict is finally resolved by the Constitutional Court of Ukraine; 

g) special procedure for adoption - the constitution in the modem sense of 
this concept is an act that is usually adopted by the people or on behalf of the 
people. Characteristically, the emergence in the XVII century of the very idea 
of the need for such an act as a constitution was associated precisely with this 

feature. 
The demand imposed by the bourgeoisie to restrict the rights of the king 

and feudal lords to protect their liberties could only be secured through the 
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adoption of an act of supreme authority that embodies the will of the en

tire nation, of all the people. Thus in an unrealizable in practice "People's 
Agreement" project of Cromwell in 1653, the condition for signing it by all 
the people was provided. The same requirement was put forward later by 
J. Russo. He believed that the constitution requires the consent of all citizens. 
It should be the result of a unanimous decision, signed by all citizens, and op
ponents of the constitution should be considered foreigners among citizens. 

This essential feature of the constitution is still recognized as dominant in 
constitutional theory and practice. It is no coincidence that the constitutions 

of most democratic states of the world begin with the words: "We, the people 
[ . . .  ] accept (proclaim, establish, etc. ) this constitution". 

In Soviet constitutions, this formula was first restored in the Constitution 
of the USSR in 1977, the Constitution of the RSFSR in 1978. Thus, in the 
preamble to the Constitution of 1978, it was written: "The people of the 
Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic [ . . .  ] accept and proclaim this 

Constitution"1 4• 
The idea of the people's involvement in the adoption of the constitution 

could not be ignored even under a totalitarian regime. Then it was expressed 
in a nationwide discussion of the draft Constitution of the USSR in 193 6, 

which was held for six months with the widest scope and designed to "sanc
tifY" the Basic Law by the will of the people. The Soviet Union Constitution 
of 1977 was also subj ect to a nationwide discussion1 5• 

2. THE LATEST CONSTITUTIONS. 

IN THE HISTORY OF WORLD CONSTITUTIONALISM 

V. Shapoval argues that it is possible to identifY common features by the 
content of the newest constitutions. Firstly, they reflect the relatively large 
role of the state in the economic sphere; consolidate economic function of 
the state. Secondly, according to the content of the relevant basic laws, the 
person has been recognized as a priority in its relations with the state. The 
latest constitutions, of course, contain meaningful provisions on rights and 
freedoms and fix a number of socio-economic rights. At the same time, quite 
wide guarantees of the enforcement of rights and freedoms are established and 

new mechanisms for their protection (ombudsman, constitutional complaint, 
etc. ) are created. Thirdly, the newest major laws represent to a greater ex
tent provisions of social orientation, although their meaning and purpose are 

14 KoHCTHTYUIDI (0cHOBHoi13aKoH) PP<l>CP 1 978 roLia, I-hsecTIDI L(I1K Cm03a CCP 11 BL(I1K 

1 978, NQ 1 2 1 ,  8 l1!0Hll. 

15 IO.II. EpeMeHKO, CoeemcKaR KoHcmumylfUR u 3GKOHHOCmb, I13LI-BO crY, CapaTOB, 1 982, 

p .  1 1 2. 
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different. Fourthly, relations that arise within the political system of society 
outside the state organization became the subject of constitutional regulation. 
This primarily concerns activities of political parties in their interactions with 
the state mechanism. Finally, fifthly, the sign of the newest constitutions is the 
presence in their texts of the provisions on foreign political activities of the 
state and the relation of national and international law1 6• 

Characteristic features of the newest constitutions in one way or another cha
racterize also the basic laws adopted in the post-socialist and post-Soviet coun
tries in the 90 years of the last century. It is they that are sometimes distinguished 
as the constitutions of the fourth "wave" since they were introduced and operate 
in other socio-political conditions than the constitutions of the third "wave". 
The current Basic Law of Ukraine also belongs to the constitutions of the fourth 
"wave"1 7• 

In the main laws of the fourth wave, the importance of human rights and 
their guarantees for the society and the state is often emphasized to a greater 
extent. Almost all of them define the state as legal and social, state political, 
economic, and ideological pluralism, fix certain provisions of the natural-legal 
content. Concerning the construction of the state mechanism for the authors of 
the main laws adopted in the post-socialist and post-Soviet countries, in most 

cases, the French Constitution of 1958, which began the practice of a mixed 
republican form of government, served as a modeP8• 

The history of world constitutionalism involves the classification of con

stitutions as instrumental and social. Instrumental constitutions are defined 
as those whose content is primarily focused on establishing the status of key 
parts of the state machinery. Provisions on the status of the individual play 
a minor role in these constitutions and the question of social being is generally 
outside the scope of their regulation. In contrast to the instrumental constitu
tions, some provisions of social basic laws are addressed to society; in particu
lar, they confirm social and economic rights1 9• 

To the greatest extent, provisions of the actual social direction are presented 
in the latest basic laws, although, as noted, the meaning, content, and purpose 
of these provisions are different. In some cases, the constitution proclaimed 
the social and economic guidelines (tasks) of the state or even declared the 
need for reforms in the relevant spheres, established mechanisms for the inter

action of state institutions with "non-state" components of the political system 

16 B. lllanosan, (/)eHoMeH KOHcmumyquu e KOHmeKcme ome'lecmeeHHOU no;tUmuKo-npaeoeoii 

«MurjJo!lozuu», "3epKarro He).lem1" 29 (2008), 9 August, p. 4. 
17 lO.H. TOL\hlKa, KoHcmumy!JUR YKpaUHb!.' npo6!leMb! meopuu u npaKmUKU, <l>aKT, XapKiB 

2000, p. 78.  
18 B.  lllanosan, C/>eHoMeH KOHcmumylfUU, p.  4. 
19 O.B. IIpiniiKiHa, KoHcmumyqiiiHuii !!GO YKpai'Hu ma iiozo po!!b y cmaHo6JleHHi ma p03eumKy 

Micqeeozo caMoepRoyeaHHR, IHCTHTYT 3aKOHO).IaBCTBa BepxoBHOI Pa).IH YKpaYmr, KHIB 2009, 

p .  1 22.  
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of society. It is these basic laws, which are defined as social. In other cases, 
everything comes to nothing more than the attributive use of certain terms and 
providing social sound to texts of laws20• 

According to V. Shapoval, the socialization of the newest constitutions 
should be distinguished from "sociologization" of the Soviet constitutions, 
which were considered the basic laws of society. The texts of these constitu
tions were filled with non-legal abstractions, filled with terminology, which 
today relates primarily to political science. Recognition of Soviet constitu
tions by the basic laws of society and their "sociologization" were not ac
cidental. In the period of existence of the Soviet organization of power, there 
was a desire for the mythologization of social life. In such circumstances, the 
constitution was considered primarily as one of the tools of ideological influ
ence on the internal and foreign policy environment. Moreover, the ideologi
cal function attributed to it, which, as a rule, was set at a level or even above 
the legal function. 

It is known that any constitution plays a significant socio-regulatory func
tion, and it is in this sense that it can be perceived as the basic law of society. 
However, even the most socialized constitutions are primarily the main laws 
of the state. Those positions that are outwardly addressed to the public are 
formulated in a general form, have a fragmentary appearance and, in the end, 
usually reflect the interaction between society and the state. Determination of 
the constitution as the basic law of the state does not mean the substitution of 
society by the state, the nationalization of social life. Such a definition testi
fies to the nature of civil society as such, where society and each individual 

are protected from the full interference of the state, and the latter is an integral 
part of the political system of society and does not absorb all its essential 
manifestations21 .  

The constitution as the basic law of the state does not create the state but 
only establishes the foundations of its organization. In this regard, it plays 
a creative role in the state mechanism, first of all, its most important links -
the supreme bodies of the state. The political task of the constitution is to es
tablish the sovereignty of the state, to consolidate the establishment or change 
of the state system, to ascertain the degree of continuity in the development 
of the state. No less important is that the constitution as the basic law of the 

state determines the principles in the field of relations between the state and 
the person. According to the historically formulated definition based on ideas 

of natural law, the constitution is a certain system of restrictions of state power 

20 B. IllarrosaJI, c!>eHa"feH KOHcmumy!fuu, p. 4 .  
21 I .  KoJiiyliiKO, IO. KHpHqeHKO, Ilpo6JieMU oieeocmi KoHcmumylfh YKpai"HU ma yooCKOHa!leHHR 

il3Micmy, "IlapJiaMeHT" 3 (200 1 ), p. 1 4. 
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in the form of appropriately established rights and freedoms, as well as legal 
guarantees for their implementation22• 

The constitution in modem conditions of democratic development (that is, 
when we deal not with declarative constitutions of authoritarian states but with 
actual legal acts) becomes one of the decisive factors of social and state-legal 
development. In this sense, there can be no objection to the interpretation of 
the constitution as a source of state policy. Moreover, the constitution appears 
not only as one of the possible factors of influence on state policy, namely, 
as its fundamental basis and decisive factor, without which the democratic 
foundations disappear. And without a focus on democracy, it already begins 
to serve not the interests of society as a whole but exclusively the interests of 
certain clans, political groups or individual politicians23• 

3. CONSTITUTION AND STATE POLICY 

Today, one of the reasons for the constant tension in relations between the 
supreme bodies of state power in Ukraine is the imperfection of the Basic Law, 
the different interpretation of its norms, as well as the fundamental change of 
the state policy, especially after the 2004-2005 presidential elections. 

The constitution has a mixed political and legal nature, as well as to a large 
extent all constitutional law. Constitutional relations that arise on the basis of 
its provisions can also be characterized as having a dual nature: political and 
legal at the same time. Powerful relations subj ect to constitutional regulation 
create prerequisites for the appearance of political issues in constitutional law 
and politicize it to a certain extent. The political and legal in the constitution 
are closely intertwined, as well as the implementation of constitutional provi
sions can have a legal and political dimension. 

As A. Heywood has rightly pointed out, for the vast majority of democra
tic states, constitutions were traditionally perceived as "precise descriptions 
of the current system of govemment"24• Consequently, any constitution al
ways canies a certain prognostic-axiological element, which allows foresee
ing a further direction of the state development and, accordingly, state policy. 
It is important to note that the prognostic function of the Constitution is di
rectly written by well-known domestic researcher Yu. Todyka25• However, we 

now mean not only one of the possible functions of the constitution but also 

22 B. lllanosaJI, $eHoMeH KOHcmumylfuu, p. 4. 
23 I. rnaayH$1K, KoHcmumylflR HK OCH06Q ifJopMy6ai-/HH ma peaJli3alfii' oepJ1CQ6HOi' nOJlimUKU, 

"Bitie" 2 1 -22 (2007), pp. 1 1-12 .  
24 3. Xeii.sya, IlOJlumo!lOZUH, lOHimi-)J,aHa, MocKsa 2005, p.  3 59.  
25 IO.H. TOllhiKa, KoHcmumyt(uH YKpaUHbl, pp. 70--80. 
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the fact that at its level the values are laid down that the state is called to 
provide. 

The authors of the monograph "Politics, Law and Power in the Context of 
Transformation Processes in Ukraine" characterize state policy as a "system 
of purposeful measures aimed at solving certain social problems, meeting 
public interests, ensuring the stability of the constitutional, economic, legal 
system of the country [ . . .  ] the specificity of which is that it is realized through 
the power structures that have the authority of the monopoly right of the state 
to lawful coercion"26• Indeed, the link between the state policy and the consti
tution is shown by not only the reference to such a concept as "constitutional 
system". From the outset, the authors of the above-mentioned study establish 
a clear correlation between the direction of state policy and the process of 
ensuring social stability and satisfaction of the public interest. It should be 

borne in mind: the main social interests are always connected with the system 
of rights and rreedoms of citizens of the state, which are not only formally 

fixed in the Constitution but must also be secured by it as a legal act of the 
highest legal force, which has a sign of direct imperative action (Article 8 of 
the Constitution of Ukraine)27• 

The same can be said for a widely used in the modern Ukrainian science 

definition of the state policy by V. Tertychka. This author proposes to inter
pret the state policy in the following way: "relatively stable, organized, and 
purposeful activity/inactivity of state institutions, carried out by them directly 

or indirectly on a particular problem or a set of problems that affects the life 
of society"28• Moreover, justifying the appropriateness of this way of under
standing the phenomenon of state policy, he notes that the definition of state 

policy implicitly implies that it is based on the law and must be legitimate. 
That is, state policy does not appear, so to speak, solely on its own accord and 
on their own will of those who are currently endowed with state power. On 
the contrary, in order that this direction of the state's activity should be sys
tematic and coherent, it is necessary from the very beginning to have a certain 
set of rules and principles that would indicate: a) the type of political regime; 
b) the way of organizing state power; c) the main political institutions, the 
presence of which ensures the normal development of the state mechanism; 
d) the basic values and tasks that must be implemented during state and social 
development. 

These rules should be fixed at the legislative level so that there are no 

ambiguous political interpretations of the way, in which policy should be 

26 Ilo;zimuKa, npa6o i 6!laoa 6 KOHmeKcmi mpaHcljJopMalfiUHux npolfeCi6 6 YKpai'Hi, ed. I .O.  

KpeciHo'i, lHCTHTYT Jlep)l(aBH i rrpasa iM. B.M. KopeUhKoro HAH YKpa'iHH, KH'iB 2006, p. 35 .  
27 I .  fnanyiDIK, KoHcmumytjifl, pp.  1 1-12 .  
2 8  Il OllimuKa, npa6o i 6Jlaoa 6 KOHmeKcmi mpaHcrjJopMatjiiiHux npolfeci6 6 YKpai'Hi, pp. 82-83 .  
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implemented and on what grounds29• The universal method of fixing these 
rules and regulations is the method of constitutional determination. By giving 
these rules and principles an imperative value, the state acts as the guarantor 
of the fact that all participants in social and political relations will adhere to 
them. At the same time, it itself, as a mechanism of institutionalized coercion, 
will act in accordance with certain standards. Therefore, it is quite natural 
that in all democratically-operated countries, programs for the realization of 
state policy are always developed and implemented in accordance with the 
constitution. 

However, it is necessary to distinguish between the constitution as a legal 
act and the functions specific to it in the legal field and the constitution as 
a political document having a certain socio-political content that directly or 
indirectly affects the entire political system of the country30• 

Consequently, the relationship between the constitution and politics 
manifests itself in two main areas. First, in a broad sense, political relations 
are one of the most important constituent parts of constitutional regulation. 
Constitutional norms set legal boundaries for the political process. They 
consolidate the foundations of the political system of society, and not only. 
In modern constitutions, the foundations of the social and spiritual systems 

of society, which affects the expansion of the obj ect of constitutional regula
tion at the turn of XX-XXI centuries, are increasingly reflected. As rightly 
V. Chyrkin notes, "constitutional law went beyond a largely formalized ap
proach of the XVIII-XIX centuries and spread to the settlement of issues of 
the social system, the situation of one or another stratum, groups of the popu

lation (social, national, age, etc. ), socio-economic rights"31 • 
Secondly, the constitution itself embodies a certain policy of the state, the 

desire of the project developers to consolidate certain principles and politi
cal values. Even K. Marx argued that "all legal has in its essence a political 
nature"32• This thesis on the Basic Law, according to V. Luchyn, becomes of 
a special significance. The political orientation of the constitution is one of 
the most important qualities that determine its special role in the legal system, 

a special social role in society. However, the idea that a constitution is created 
by the state to achieve a certain political goal requires some adj ustments33• 

From the standpoint of democratic constitutionalism and the theory of so

cial contract, both the institutions of public authority and the electoral body 

29 I. rnarr,yiDIK, KmtcmumyljiR, pp. 1 1-12. 

30 Ibidem. 

31 E.E. 411pK11H, 06 o6beKme KOHcmumylJUOHHo-npaeoeozo pezyJZupoBaHUR. PoccuucKuu KOII

cmumy!JUOHGJZU3M: npo6JZeMbZ u peweHuR: MamepuaJZbl MeJ/coyHapooHou KOHpepelllJUU, AKa

.[leMID!, MocKBa 1 999, p. 1 26.  

32  K.  MapKc, <1>. 3Hrenhc, Co'luHeHUR, 2-e 113.[1. vol. I, Tioni1TI13LiaT, MocKsa 1 99 1 ,  p. 63 5. 

33 B.O. Jiyqi1H, KoHcmumyZJUOIIHble IIOpMbl u npaeoom11outeHUR: y'te611oe noco6ue [oJZR6)130B], 

3KcMo, MocKsa 1 997, pp. 33-34. 
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participate in the act of constitution creation in one way or another. Therefore, 

official representatives of the state - only one of the subj ects of the constitu
tion creation. The constitution should integrate not only state goals of devel
opment but also the idea of society about the goals of social progress, to be 
an indicator of the needs of different social groups, the expression of their 
expectations and hopes34• 

In the history of Ukrainian constitutionalism, the Constitution has repeated
ly acted as a tool of state policy, ruling circles or political forces that came to 
power. Thus, the First Soviet Constitution - the Constitution of the RSFSR of 
1918 - consolidated the victory of the proletariat and the poorest peasantry after 
the October Revolution, and was actively used by the Bolsheviks as a means of 
political struggle against social strata and classes that did not share the ideals of 
socialist construction. 

Interesting is the characteristic of the Constitution of the RSFSR of 1918, 
given by the well-known Soviet legal ideologist of the 20's P. Stuchka to the 
twelfth anniversary of the revolution of the state and law. He called it "the 
civil war constitution", which is largely j ustified since it openly supported 
class positions on the issue of the acquisition and implementation of basic 
civil and political rights and freedoms35• Later in the process of constitutional 

development of the Soviet state, constitutional right gradually cleared itself 
from the ability to act as a tool of class domination, acquiring the nature of 
a universal legal regulator36• 

In the mid-80's, political scientist I. Stepanov, reflecting on the relation
ship between the constitution and politics, expressed the view that politics 
and law should be represented in the constitution in an organically integral 

form, "balanced in a coherent unity"37• Of course, during the Soviet period, 
the study of the constitutional policy was limited by many party-ideological 
barriers. However, the search for an optimal combination of politics and law 
in the constitution, constitutional policy, and political law is an important and 
constantly restored process of democratic development. 

On the one hand, the tradition of observing constitutional limitations by 
subj ects of political activity and political relations should be developed. On 
the other hand, the constitutional law should not be disconnected from po
litical issues, and constitutionalists should seek to see political aspects in the 

implementation of constitutional nonns. The study of political issues in con
stitutional law can shed light on the motives for adopting the constitution as 

a whole or individual constitutional changes, it can serve as an explanation 

34 I. rrran:ymrK, KoHcmumyljiR, pp. 1 1-12. 

35  IT.I1. CryqKa, ,D,eeHaO!Jamb Jlem peeoJliOlfUU zocyoapcmea u npaea, "PesoJIEOUllil rrpasa" 

6 ( 1 929), p. 10 .  

3 6  I .  fnan:yiDIK, KoHcmumy!JiR, pp .  1 1-12 .  

37  I1.M. CTerraHOB, KoHcmumy!JUR u nollumuKa, p.  24. 
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or justification for the constitutionally regulated actions of state bodies and 
officials. In general, political issues highlight the controversial and problem 
areas of constitutional and legal development, contribute to the formation of 
a constitutional paradigm within the legally established normative framework 
of relations of person, society, and state38• 

In the concept of a political constitution, a special vision of a political 
community is laid down, in which a coordinated interaction between citizens 
and authorities is ensured and a political agreement on rules of conduct in the 
political sphere is taking place. History gives a lot of examples of violent im
posing of the constitution by the ruling party, the authoritarian head of state, 
the oligarchic or military regime. However, in the spirit of the democratic 
policy, a constitution as a political document cannot be a political pact, which 
reflects the search for public consent and compromise in resolving various 
political and social conflicts39• 

In the political sphere, functions of the constitution are inextricably linked 
with its nature. In many respects, its effectiveness in the field of politics de
pends on the nature of the constitution. After all, the nature of the constitution 
is its socio-political content. In the national political science, in the Soviet 
era, the class nature of the constitution and its content were distinguished. 

Under class nature, they understood the basic socio-political characteristics of 
the constitution. It finds its manifestation in its content, principles, properties, 
and functions, has a decisive influence on its form, defining its fundamental 

features. The content of the constitution is the specification of its class nature. 
Moreover, the content may vary within a specific nature under the influence 

of a number of objective and subjective factors. The constitution had a dual 
meaning - social and legal40• The point is that this approach was based on 
a formative theory, according to which the specifics of the nature of the consti
tution in different countries were tied to a cettain socio-economic formation. 
Throughout the period of the development of Soviet constitutions, even in the 
late period, known as "developed socialism", dominated the class concept of 
the nature of the constitution, which was determined by the class (classes) 
it serves and which type of property it establishes41 • 

In our opinion, the nature of the constitution derives from its socio-po
litical content, so to speak, in a concentrated form. The legal content of the 

38 I1.A. KpaBeQ, CyUfflOCmb KOHcmumyljuii u KOHcmumylJUOHHbtit npolJecc (OuHaMUKa 

COlfUaJlbHO-nORUmU'-leCK020 COOep.JICaHUR pOCCUUCKUX KOHCmumyljUU) , "BeCHHK MOCKOBCKOro" 

roe. yH-Ta. 4 (2003), p. 35 .  

3 9  l .  !na;J,yill!K, KoHcmumyljiR, pp. 1 1-12.  

40 IO.JT. lOJJ:HH, KoHcmumylJuu, in :  KoHcmumylJUOHHoe npa6o pa36U6WOUfUXCR cmpaH: npeo

Mem, 1wyKa, ucmottHUKU, ed. B.E. qHpKHH, IOpHaHqecKall JlHTepazypa, MocKBa 1 987, p. 3 9. 

41 H.IT. <t>ap6epoB, Ho6aR KoHcmumylJUR CCCP- MaHurjJecm ::moxu cmpoumeJlbCm6a KOMMY

HU3Ma, in: H.IT. <t>ap6epos, KoHcmumylJUR pm6umozo COlJUanU3Ma, BocxoJ(-A, MocKsa 1 979, 

p .  68.  
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constitution is determined by the obj ects of constitutional regulation, in other 
words, what legal institutes, principles, and provisions are reflected in the text 
of the constitution and in this regard acquire the constitutional status. Given 
the differences in the legal and socio-political content of the constitution, it 
is necessary to identify the key elements of its nature, which have a political 
influence on the functioning of constitutional provisions. 

These elements can be formulated in the form of theoretical postulates, the 
answers to which give a general idea of the nature of a specific constitution. 
These include: 

1) the will of which political forces found a consolidation in constitutional 
provisions (whose political will was enshrined in the constitution?); 

2) the interests of which social strata are reflected in the constitutional pro
visions and supported by them (whose interests are reflected and supported by 
the constitution?); 

3) what is the degree of legitimacy of the constitution, which is largely 

determined by the terms of its project development and the procedure for its 
adoption (how the chosen procedure for the development and adoption of the 
constitution influenced the degree of its legitimacy?). 

In specific historical conditions and the legal culture of an individual coun
try, the answers to these questions may vary. In the constitutional history of 
one and the same country, different constitutions may have a different es
sence. Moreover, the essence of one and the same constitution can eventually 
be transformed and move away from the original idea of its creators. This is 
primarily related to the fact that the socio-political conditions of the constitu

tion, the implementation of its provisions can change. 

4. MODERN APPROACHES TO UNDERSTANDING THE NATURE 
OF THE CONSTITUTION 

In modem constitutionalism, there are three basic approaches to under
standing the nature of the constitution: liberal-democratic, Marxist-Leninist, 
and theological. These three directions in constitutional law indicate diffe 
rently the main purpose of the constitution in the political sphere. 

The liberal-democratic approach was formed at the end of the XVIII cen
tury, although it relied on the ideas and values of the English and French 
educators, which were developed in the works of J. Locke, Ch. Montesquieu, 
J. Russo and others within the school of natural law. 

At the heart of a liberal-democratic approach lies the doctrine of the so
cial contract. According to it, the constitution is considered as the result of 
public consent, a compromise between different social strata and political for
ces on the fundamental principles of organization of society and state, the 
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relationship between individuals and the state. The constitution as a social 
contract is an important indicator of the political consensus existing in society. 

In countries where the constitution has long operated in a high political 
consensus, it becomes the nature of an agreement, to which each subsequent 

generation may add new provisions or change existing ones. According to 
the recognition of American constitutionalists N. Redlich, B. Schwartz, and 
J. Attanasio, in "American law, a word 'constitution' has a more limited 

meaning; it is a written agreement transmitted from the first generation of 
Americans to future generations"42• Another American researcher J. Reiman 
argues that the foundations of American constitutional democracy are human 
rights and a social contract, and considers the constitution from three sides: as 
a written text, as a social practice, and as a moral promise43• 

The Marxist-Leninist approach was developed in the second half of the 
XIX- the beginning of the XX century. As a theoretical concept, it was formed 
on the ideas and views expressed by the classics of Marxism (K. Marx and 
F. Engels) and substantially complemented by the leader of the Bolsheviks 

V. Lenin. It sought to adapt the postulates of classical Marxism to the so
cio-political realities of early XX century. K. Marx and F. Engels noted that 
the constitution, as a result of the class struggle, is established by the ruling 

class, the class that won. In their opinion, after the seizure of power, the ruling 
classes must constitution their power not only in the form of state but also "to 
give their will [ ... ] a general expression in the form of state will, in the form of 
law"44• And such a law, above all, is a constitution. Stressing the class nature 
of the constitution, V. Lenin wrote: "The nature of the constitution is that the 
basic laws of the state in general and the laws concerning the electoral law to 
representative institutions, their competence, etc., express the true balance of 
forces in the class struggle"45• 

The practical implementation of this approach was first introduced during 
the creation of the first Soviet Constitution of the RSFSR in 1918, and then 
became widely used in socialist states, where a special type of constitution 
and one or another type of Soviet form of government were established. The 
representatives of this approach saw in the constitution not the result of the 
agreement but the outcome of the class struggle, which was recognized as 
the dominant engine of historical progress. A class approach to understanding 

the nature of the constitution denied the right to a political compromise. The 

42 N. Redlich, B. Schwartz, J. Attanasio, Understanding Constitutional Law, Matthew Bender, 

lrwin 1 995, p. 2 1 .  

43 J. Reiman, The Constitution, Rights, the Conditions of Legitimacy, in: Constitutionalism: The 

Philosophical Dimension, ed. A. S .  Rosenbaum, Greenwood Press, New York 1 988, p. 1 33 .  

4 4  K. MapKc, <1> .  3Hrerrhc, Co'luHeHufl, p .  122. 

45 B.H. JleHim, llo;tHoe co6pm1Ue co'luHeHuii, vol. XXXVI, IIomrTll3,!\aT, MocKBa 1 980, 

p .  535 .  
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constitution always manifests the will of the economically dominant class, 
which has won a political victory over other classes and smaller social groups. 
Therefore, the constitution may reflect interests of only the winner of the polit
ical struggle, a class that has occupied economic heights, that is, such a class 
should also possess means of production46• 

The theological approach is a definite combination of ideas of secular and 
divine law. It appeared much later than other approaches as a result of distri
bution in the XX century (mainly in its second half) of constitutional ideas and 
principles in the countries of the Arab East, where the sources of Muslim law 
occupy a dominant position. The notion of a constitution in these countries is 
associated with the provision of divine rules of conduct for a "religious com
munity". If a constitution exists as a written act, it should not contradict the 
most important source of Muslim law - the Quran. Political struggle is not 
encouraged, if not forbidden, and consent is achieved through faithfulness to 
the confession of a single religion ofT slam. 

The norms and principles of Muslim law have a profound impact on the 
constitutional legislation and the form of government in countries such as Iran 
and Saudi Arabia. Muslim law also plays a leading role in these countries in 
other areas of current law, which is confirmed at the constitutional level. For 
example, the Iranian Constitution establishes the provisions on the mandatory 
compliance of all laws that are adopted with the Sharia law47• Moreover, the 
Sharia regulations are transformed into legal constructs, which are used in the 

theory and practice. Thus, the three requirements of the Quran, which obliged 
to consult in making important decisions, to handle all cases in all fairness, 
and obey the ruler, were the basis of the theory of "lslamic rule" developed by 
Muslim legal scientists in detail - theories of the organization and activities 
of the state48• 

The constitution in these countries legitimises "Islamic rule" as a special 
form of theocratic state49• By revealing the content of the Islamic Republic, the 
Iranian Constitution states that it is based on the belief in Allah and its com
prehensive power, "divine revelation" that determines any laws, as well as 
in the belief in the responsibility of man to Allah (Article 2). With the role of 
Islam, as the most important political and ideological basis of the state, the re
lation to it as one of the legitimizing factors ensuring the stability of the ruling 

regime is connected. Therefore, it is not a constitution that acts as a measure 

46 LI,.M. Ecnos, CmpyKmypa ma 3Micm KOHcmumy11ii": oKpeMi acneKmu, "HayKOBllH sicHHK 

Y)!{ropO.l\ChKOro HauioHanhHOro yHisepcHTeTy. Cepht llpaso" 14 ( 1 )  20 1 0, p. 85.  

47  Jl.P. CIOKiuriiHeH, MycynbMaHcKoe npa6o: 6onpocbz meopuu u npaKmuKu, HayKa, MocKBa 

1 986, p. 1 02. 

48 Idem, Wapuam u MYCYllbMGHCKo-npa606aJl KJI!lbmypa, ApM3.l\a, MocKBa 1 997, pp. 1 4-15 .  

4 9  E.H.  CanhtrHH, TeoKpamulJecKoe zocyiJapcm6o, lOpll,llHqecKaJ! nHTeparypa, MocKBa 1 999, 

p. 45. 
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of "legitimacy" of the existing regime but the Islamic values that arise from 

Sharia and are firmly rooted in the mass consciousness. 
Interesting, in our opinion, is the approach of Hungarian constitutional

ist A. Saj6 .  Rej ecting traditional views on the nature of the emergence of 
constitutions (an ideal program of reconstruction of society, ensuring stabil
ity, rational state structure), he formulates a paradoxical thesis: constitu
tions arise under the influence of fear. Like a psychoanalyst who studies 
human experiences during the formation of his biography, he sees a direct 
motive for the adoption of constitutions in the dominant fears of authors of 
constitutions50 • 

Thus, the founding fathers of the US Constitution in 1787 acted under the 
influence of a paranoid desire to avoid the establishment of a monarchy or popu
lar democracy; an example of the ineffectiveness of the Weimar Constitution 
and the establishment of the Nazi regime hung over the authors of the German 
Constitution of 1949; the Constitution of France of De Gaulle of 1958 sought to 
prevent the repetition of parliamentary paralysis of the Fourth Republic. 

The constitutions adopted during the democratic revolutions in the coun
tries of Eastem Europe (Hungary, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Bulgaria), sought 
to overcome the preliminary system of power concentration in the hands of 

one person. Emphasizing the principle of national sovereignty, they put for
ward an idea of a strong unicameral parliament, which inevitably leads to the 
consolidation of govemment51 • 

5 .  THE LEGAL NATURE OF THE CONSTITUTION OF UKRAINE 

In the Ukrainian society, which is at the stage of modernization of its politi

cal, legal, and economic systems, the attitude to the Constitution is a private 
aspect of the social outlook split by the differentiation of social strata. This 
attitude reflects the process of a new stratification of the changing society. 
Constitutional development of Ukraine in the XX century was accompanied 
by several fundamental changes in the civilizational foundations of the exis
tence of society and the state. Existing constitutions reflected in a different 
way the balance of political forces and had unequal socio-political content52• 

The Constitution of 1919 reflected and embodied the political development 

of revolutionary authoritarianism. Its essence lies in the fact that, in general, 
it is based on a broad democratic basis, in contrast to the census monarchi
cal constitutions of the XIX - the beginning of the XX century. The logic of 

50 A. Saj6, Limiting Government. An Introduction to Constitutionalism, Central European Uni

versity Press, Budapest 1 999, p. 3 1 1 . 

51 Ibidem, p. 3 1 2. 

52 )J,.M. EoroB, CmpyKmypa ma SMicm KOHcmumyZJii", p. 86. 
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revolutionary authoritarianism came from the principle of Salus populi supre

ma lex est (from Latin "The good of the people should be the supreme law"). 
The constitution consolidated the new political reality of the union of workers 

and peasants for the growth of the people's good. V. Lenin stressed that the Soviet 
constitution is not invented by any commission, not written off from other consti
tutions, not drawn up in the offices, but developed on the basis of the experience 
of the struggle of the working people and the organization of proletarian masses 53• 
However, the concern for the people's good was given to the revolutionary avant
garde - the Communist Party, whose representatives, combining party and state 
posts, used authoritarian methods of domination. The class approach to the con

stitution served as a justification for the use of violence against social strata that 
did not share the goal of a revolutionary transition to a socialist society54• 

The logic of revolutionary authoritarianism, as rightly noted by A. Galkin 
and Yu. Krasin, had deep internal contradictions55 •  The fact is that people con
sist of individuals and social groups that have different interests, hopes, con
victions. The constitution can integrate and allow co-existence of all these 
social strata only with the relatively free regulation of the legal and political 
space. Otherwise, the authoritarian power of the revolutionaries, pretending to 

be the role of the speaker of the will of the people and the common good, in
evitably evolves until the domination of the political minority, which imposes 
their will on all the citizens. 

Consequently, the Constitution of 1919 performed not the function of a limi

tation of state power, in contrast to the liberal constitutions of the late XVlll 
century, but the function of justification of political power, not limited by law 
and justice, such as based on revolutionary legitimacy and expediency56• 

The political significance of proletariat dictatorship has survived in subse
quent constitutions adopted after the formation of the USSR. The provisions 
on the dictatorship of the proletariat existed in the Constitutions of the USSR 

of 1929 and 1937 .  In the process of political evolution, the social basis of the 
proletariat dictatorship gradually expanded. First, the social strata that emerge 

as a result of the freedom of economic activity, which was prohibited in the 
Soviet state, were eliminated. Secondly, through the system of local councils, 
ordinary people were involved in the state control under the political control 
of the ruling party of the Bolsheviks. Thirdly, the social policy of the Soviet 
state contributed to the growth of the welfa\re of Soviet citizens, although the 

Communist Party remained the main interpreter of what was considered as 
"common good". One can agree that the dictatorship of the proletariat was 

53 B.YI. Jlemm, noJIHOe co6paHue CO'lUHeHuii, p. 45. 

54 ,[(.M. EeJioB, CmpyKmypa ma 3Micm T<OHcmumy71ii', p.  86. 

55 A.A. faJIKHH, IO.A. KpaCHH, PoccuR Ha nepenymbe: aemopumapu3M u oeMOKpamuR: eapu

aHmbl pa3eumUR, IOpH.l\H"'eCKlli! JIHTepazypa, MocKsa 1 995, p. 23.  
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"intended to enlighten the masses, drawing them into the practical work of 
building a new society, and then giving way to a people's power"57• The stra
tegic goal of transforming the dictatorship of the proletariat into a regime of 
democracy has influenced the development of the concept of the self-govern

ment of the working people, which envisaged a widespread and wide replace
ment of forms of government by forms of public self-government. 

After the death of J. Stalin and the condemnation of a person's cult during 
the reign of M. Khrushchev, the doctrine of a nation-state that was embodied 
in the norms of the Constitution of 1978 began to form. This doctrine included 
several elements that reflected both continuity with the former doctrine of the 
dictatorship of the proletariat and the novelty of understanding the social ac
tivity of the state and tasks of political development. 

The doctrine of the state of the whole people was intended to show the 
destruction of class contradictions within the Soviet society, which was based, 
as argued by the official ideology, on the alliance of workers, peasants, and 

intellectuals. A political alliance of two classes and a stratum (the intelligen
tsia, in the Marxist sense, could not be a class by definition) testified that the 
Soviet constitution had reached its highest level of development and had the 
widest possible social base. The absence of social strata capable of expressing 
disagreement or opposing the constitution created the appearance of general 
agreement and political approval of the social and legal order. 

Expansion of political participation of Soviet citizens through the system 
of councils was accompanied by the preservation of political monism of the 
party - the state. Some weakening of the principle of political m on ism consi

sted in the fact that non-party citizens began to be admitted to public positions, 
and in the elections, with the preservation of a non-alternative voting, a single 
bloc of "communists and non-parties" was to be nominated. 

The constitution of the state of the whole people preserved traditionally 
the Soviet approach to the ratio of collective and individual. It was mostly 
collectivist in nature and set the interests of the state and society above the 
interests of the individuaJ58• The constitutional civil and political rights and 
freedoms, broadly enshrined in the constitutional text, did not have a detailed 
mechanism of guarantees both at the legislative level and at the level of judi
cial protection. 

After August 1 991, the collapse of the USSR was inevitable, leading to 
the cessation of the 1977 Constitution of the USSR, with changes and addi
tions. Granting the status of a sovereign state to Ukraine has transformed the 
Constitution of the Ukrainian SSR in 1 978 with amendments and additions 

57 E. A. JlyKhiDiOBa, 3HatteHue KOHcmumy!Juu CCCP 1977 c. 6 pa:JBumuu ucmottHUK06 poccuu

CKOco zocyoapcmBeHHOco npa6a, 'Tocy,UapcTBO 11 opaso" 4 (200 1 ), p. 22. 

58  B. CenisaHOB, Ilpa6o i 6Jzaoa cyBepeHHOi' YKpai'Hu: Memooo!locittHi acneKmu, IOpH,Uwma 

LIYMKa, KHi'B 2002, p. 1 08. 
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from the constitution of one of the Union republics to the Basic Law of an 
independent state. This Constitution continued to operate in the transitional 
period from 1 990 to 1996 with changes in the political struggle of reform 
forces and forces that sought to revive the Soviet political system. Adopted for 
a monolithic society in the conditions of the political hegemony of the ruling 
party, this constitution was not clearly adapted to appease political conflicts by 
legal means. The changes reflected the multidisciplinary aspirations of vari

ous political forces. The Constitution failed to put an end to the confrontation 
between the legislative and executive powers, unable to withstand a change in 

the balance of political forces and rising socio-political tension. 
The 1 996 Constitution of Ukraine has a fundamentally different nature, 

related to new socio-political realities. The nature of the 1 996 Constitution 

was largely determined by the political events that took place during its elabo
ration and on the eve of its adoption. However, the transformations that took 
place after 1 996 in various fields of social and public life, a certain period of 

validity of constitutional norms indicate a gradual change of socio-political 
content of the Constitution of Ukraine59• 

That is why today the constitutional process in Ukraine is gaining mo
mentum and, at the same speed, concerns grow in circles of lawyers about the 

consequences of the adoption of the Basic Law. On the one hand, everyone 
understands that the Constitution of 1 996 initially contained in its text a lot of 
inaccuracies, contradictions, insubordination, and references to laws that have 

not yet been adopted, and their fate is covered with the darkness of ignorance. 
This was accompanied by changes adopted under the influence of the political 
moment at the end of 2004. On the other hand, there is an extremely dangerous 
tendency to politicize the process of drafting and adopting the Constitution. 
Instead of lawyers and legal scholars, politicians and political consultants try 

to deal with this matter. As a result, there is a deadlock situation. The current 
Constitution does not quite satisfy the society, and this is bad, but another 
option may be even worse. In fact, the ongoing political struggle, which is 

barely covered by legal clothing, takes place against the backdrop of too low 
informing the society about its essence and the problems of the constitutional 
process. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Consequently, the main and still unresolved issue is the ambiguity of 
what is proposed to adopt: a new Constitution, a new version of the current 
Constitution, amendments and additions to the current Constitution. Although 
paradoxical, but in Presidential speeches, these terms are used repeatedly as 

59 Ibidem, p. 1 09. 
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synonyms. However, legally they are completely different concepts. This ter
minological confusion carries a great danger of loss of landmarks and pre
vents a clear statement of the problem in a purely legal area. 

Thus, we believe that the constitutional process is too politicized today. 
In our opinion, the acutest political struggle is underway for adopting a form 
of constitution that is convenient for one of the parties. But in fact - for power 
- everyone wants a maximum of power. Including through their Constitution 

enforced in some way. However, the Basic Law should be adopted not from 
the conj uncture considerations of political expediency, but be a complete legal 

document, taking into account the achievements of the world j urisprudence, 
with the strict observance of all the prescribed legal procedures. After all, the 
constitution should be the main document of the state, at least for a decade. 
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PODSTAWOWE PRAWO PANSTWA: ZAWARTOSC PRAWN A 

Streszczenie. Publikacja  naukowa jest poswitrcona podkresleniu osobliwosci natury prawnej 

konstytucj i. Autorzy rozwazaj11  strukturtr i tresc konstytucj i pailstwa w kontekscie j ego funkcj i. 

Pod uwagtr brana jest specyfika tresci najnowszych konstytucj i w historii swiatowego kon

stytucjonalizmu. Ustalono korelacjy  miydzy konstytucj'! a polityk'! panstwa. Pod uwagy bie

rze siy wsp6lczesne podej scie do rozumienia natury konstytucj i. Okreslono charakter prawny 

Konstytucj i Ukrainy. 
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